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Will Shelling Out Pay Off?
Older apartments upgrading to compete with plush new abodes

BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

By KATIE THISDELL and ARIANA WITT
The Breeze, contributing writer

W

ant free rent for next year? What
about new leather furniture?
Some of Harrisonburg’s
student housing locations are offering
these incentives to encourage their
tenants to renew their leases. With new
complexes emerging in the area, owners
of existing complexes have to keep up.
“Last year we had more renewal rates
at this time because there was not so

much competition,” said Jenny Simmers,
assistant property manager at Ashby
Crossing.
The complex sent emails and flyers to
current tenants featuring a limited special
to renew their leases. By doing so by last
Friday, they were entered in a drawing
for one year’s worth of free rent as well as
keeping their current rates for next year.
Simmers said they had filled 41
percent of their 1,152 beds for next year
as of last Thursday.
Sophomore Ashby resident Kate

Stephens said Ashby’s emails offering the
same rent for next year began in October
and never stopped. They kept adding more
incentives, such as a $100 rent deduction
for referring new tenants.
While Stephens and her roommates
had hoped to move to Stone Gate
Apartments, she said their units were full.
They signed a lease at Ashby again last fall
to keep their $405 per month rates, but
were not entered in the recent drawing.
See HOUSING, page 5

RMH Wing Will Convert
To Student Success Center

Not So Super Sunday

By ERIK LANDERS

Los Angeles Times

The Breeze

Students have speculated about
JMU’s intentions for Rockingham Memorial Hospital since it bought the
facility in December 2005. Guesses included using the complex for dorms,
classrooms and office space for professors. Finally, there is an answer.

Plans for RMH were unveiled as
part of JMU’s Master Plan during the
Board of Visitor’s meeting on Jan.
9. According to the plan the 11-yearold west wing of the complex will
be transformed into a new Student
Success Center. The current student
success program is composed of Career
and Academic Planning, Community

Sputtering economy called for less
extravagance at this year’s big game

Service Learning, 1787 Orientation and
the University Writing Center.

These programs are designed to assist students’ transition into and eventually out of the university by helping
them achieve their academic and career
goals. The student success program
further helps students to develop their
own self-responsibility and motivation
to learn.
“When it came to the hospital what
the Master Plan is saying is it’s making recommendations on what is possible, how to best utilize the space, what
should be renovated, what should stay,”
said Don Egle, university spokesman.
“It does not state exactly what we are
See RMH, page 4

PAUL JONES/contributing photographer

Rockingham Memorial Hospital is
unsure when it will be moving out.

Assault, Robbery on Main Street
A college-aged male said he was assaulted early Sunday morning by two
unknown males behind the 7-Eleven
near the intersection of South Main
Street and South Avenue.
Police responded to the 7-Eleven
around 1:30 a.m. The victim was taken
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital
with minor injuries.
The perpetrators also allegedly

robbed the college-aged male, but the
Harrisonburg Police Department did
not say what was stolen.
The two men reportedly did not
show a weapon to the victim, but police
are still investigating the incident.
No one had been charged with the
crime as of 3 p.m. Sunday, according to
Mary-Hope Gangwer, the public information officer for Harrisonburg Police.

JMU notified students of the incident by 11:18 a.m. Sunday.
— Staff Reports
Those with any information are encouraged to call Crime Solvers at (540) 5745050.
See breezejmu.org for updates

TAMPA, Fla. — Ed Palladini
has run a limousine company in
Tampa for 27 years, accumulating
a fleet of more than a dozen luxury
cars, ranging from a basic Cadillac
sedan to a plush Mercedes minibus
that seats 14.
Even during Super Bowl week,
when Palladini’s business should be
booked solid, some of those beauties did not leave the lot.
“I’ve got a car that hasn’t moved
in six months, but I’ve had to keep
the insurance on it for the Super
Bowl,” he said.
Both locally and nationally, this
Super Bowl week — which culminated with Sunday’s game between
the Pittsburgh Steelers and Arizona
Cardinals — is as much about setting the right economic tone as it is
about scoring touchdowns.
“I think we’ve been very cognizant of the fact that our resources
are limited and that everyone’s resources are limited,” Tampa Mayor
Pam Iorio said in a news conference
that kicked off the week. “We are
going to put on a first-class Super
Bowl in the most frugal way that
we possibly can, and that’s been our
approach.”
In a Super Bowl study released
in mid-January, auditing company
PricewaterhouseCoopers predicted

that personal and business spending cutbacks will result in “fewer
visitors and media, a shorter average stay per visitor, and less spending in the hospitality and related
areas.”
The company projected $150
million in direct spending tied to
Super Bowl weekend, 22.3 percent
less than when the 2008 game was
in held Glendale, Ariz.
In the days leading to the game,
there were still hotel rooms available in Tampa and the surrounding areas, although most required
a minimum stay of three or four
nights. Among the cities of Tampa, St. Petersburg and Clearwater,
there are roughly 46,000 rooms of
lodging, ranging from large hotels
to bed-and-breakfast inns.
“I did hear from a couple hotels
that they saw more room requests
from individual fans this year, when
they normally would have expected
more group and corporate business,”
said Steve Hayes, executive vice president of Tampa Bay & Co., the area’s
convention and visitors bureau.
The Super Bowl is still America’s
biggest annual sports extravaganza,
one that the National Football
League expected to draw a coastto-coast television audience of 140
million viewers.
See SUPER, page 5
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Many Iraqi Women
Cast First Ballot Ever
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Millions of Iraqis
voted peacefully Saturday in elections
widely seen as a key test of Iraq’s stability
and foreshadowing the struggles for power
and patronage that will shape the country
as the U.S. role here diminishes.
The elections, the country’s first in four
years, were remarkable for the absence of
serious attacks, highlighting security gains
in the past year. But the polling took place
under intense security, a reminder that
Iraq is far from reaching a state of normalcy. The government sealed its borders,
closed its airspace and deployed thousands
of policemen to cordon off polling stations
and search voters for weapons as U.S. and
Iraqi forces patrolled streets. Voter turnout
was lower than expected in some areas,
election officials said.
Still, thousands of women, including
many in conservative tribal areas, cast ballots, many for the first time. Voters brought
their families to participate in only the second elections since the fall of President
Saddam Hussein and by far the most open
and competitive. More than 14,000 candidates contested for 440 seats to lead influential local councils, the equivalent of state
legislatures in the United States.
After the polls closed Saturday evening,
U.N. and Iraqi officials declared the elections — one of the most heavily monitored
by independent observers in recent Middle
Eastern history — as transparent and credible. “This is a good day for Iraq’s democracy,” said Staffan de Mistura, the top U.N.
official in Iraq.

CIA ‘Rendition’ Program
Being Kept by Obama

WASHINGTON — The CIA’s secret
prisons are being shuttered. Harsh interrogation techniques are off-limits. And
Guantanamo Bay will eventually go back
to being a wind-swept naval base in southeastern Cuba.
But even while dismantling these
discredited programs, President Barack
Obama left an equally controversial counterterrorism tool intact.

Editors: Colleen McCarron and Amy Passaretti

World/National News
Under executive orders issued by
Obama last week, the CIA still has authority to carry out what are known as “renditions,” or the secret abductions and transfers of prisoners to countries that cooperate
with the United States.
Current and former U.S. intelligence officials said that the rendition program may
be poised to play an expanded role going
forward because it is the main remaining
mechanism — aside from Predator missile
strikes — for taking suspected terrorists off
the street.
The rendition program became a source
of embarrassment for the CIA and a target
of international scorn as details emerged in
recent years of botched captures, mistaken
identities and allegations that prisoners
were turned over to countries where they
were tortured.

Heavy Gear Causing
Injury to Soldiers
WASHINGTON — Carrying heavy combat loads is taking a quiet but serious toll on
troops deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan,
contributing to injuries that are sidelining
them in growing numbers, according to senior military and defense officials.
Rising concern over the muscle and
bone injuries — as well as the hindrance
caused by the cumbersome gear as troops
maneuver in Afghanistan’s mountains —
prompted Army and Marine Corps leaders
and commanders to launch initiatives last
month that will introduce lighter equipment for some U.S. troops.
As the military prepares to significantly
increase the number of troops in Afghanistan — including sending as many as 20,000
more Marines — fielding a new, lighter vest
and helmet is a top priority, Marine Corps
Commandant Gen. James Conway said recently. “We are going to have to lighten our
load,” he said, after inspecting possible designs during a visit to the Quantico Marine
base in Virginia.
Army leaders and experts say the injuries — linked to the stress of bearing heavy
loads during repeated 12- or 15-month
combat tours — have increased the number of soldiers categorized as “non-deployable.” Army personnel reported 257,000

acute orthopedic injuries in 2007, up from
247,000 the previous year.
In Afghanistan, soldiers routinely carry
loads of approximately 130 to 150 pounds
for three-day missions. The new equipment, called a “plate carrier,” would protect
vital organs and weigh less than 20 pounds.
It would not include additional pieces that
troops currently use to shield sides, shoulders, arms, the groin and other areas —
pieces that, with a helmet, weigh about 35
pounds.
As injuries force more soldiers to stay
home, the Army is having a harder time
filling units for upcoming deployments
to Afghanistan and Iraq, said Gen. Peter
Chiarelli, the service's vice chief of staff.

Cell Phone Jamming
An Aid to Crime Fighting
WASHINGTON — As President Obama’s

motorcade rolled down Pennsylvania Avenue on Inauguration Day, federal authorities deployed a closely held law enforcement tool: equipment that can jam cell
phones and other wireless devices to foil
remote-controlled bombs, sources said.
It is an increasingly common technology, with federal agencies expanding its use
as state and local agencies are pushing for
permission to do the same. Police and others say it could stop terrorists from coordinating during an attack, prevent suspects
from erasing evidence on wireless devices,
simplify arrests and keep inmates from using contraband phones.
But jamming remains strictly illegal for
state and local agencies. Federal officials
barely acknowledge that they use it inside
the United States, and the few federal agencies that can jam signals usually must seek
a legal waiver first.
The quest to expand the technology
has invigorated a debate about how
widely jamming should be allowed and
whether its value as a common crimefighting strategy outweighs its downsides,
including restricting the constant access to
the airwaves that Americans have come to
expect.
-The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times

POLICE LOG
On Jan. 28 a JMU student was charged with
possessing illegal drug equipment in the Magnolia
House, part of the Treehouse area.

CORRECTION

In the Jan. 29 issue of The Breeze, the front page
story, “Student’s Death Gives Organs to Others,”
said that Victoria Faye Alcantara died Friday Jan.
23. She was actually in a car accident on Friday,
but died on Sunday. The same article left out that
Alcantara worked as a student scheduler in the
JMU Events and Conferences office.
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UREC Classes Still Intact
With more budget cuts looming, UREC is undecided
on what to cut back on for the 2009-2010 school year

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

Freshman Justine Pasco, center front, enjoys a kickboxing class at UREC. Classes are
continuing for now, but the idea will be revisited once the new university budget report is
released next month.

With budget cuts affecting the majority of
the university, even some of the most unexpected places have started thinking about cutting
back.
University Recreation is waiting to hear how
much they will have to rework its budget, but
for now it is not planning on cutting anything,
subject to rumor.
“At this point there is no plan to cut group
fitness classes this year,” said Eric Nickel, the
director of UREC. “And next year’s budget will
not be finalized until we have more definite information on the institution’s budget. I expect
that in late February [or] early March.”
If the new budget does force some cutbacks,
classes would more than likely go first, but for

Sophomore and CEO?
Bennett Resnik started a consulting Web site in January, while attending JMU full time
By COLLEEN McCARRON
The Breeze

As spring semester rolls around and job
hunting looms, networking sites may be the
way to reach out to others in the same fields.
That’s what sophomore Bennett Resnik
thought when creating his own consulting networking Web site, The Inter-Collegiate Consulting Network, theiccn.com.
It is a start-up company to help connect
students, from different universities, interested
in all fields of consulting. The site allows those
people to interact together to find jobs in that
field.
“I wanted to develop a concept similar to
other networking sites out there,” said Resnik,
a political science major. “I wanted something
more specific for consulting though, since that’s
what I am interested in.”
Resnik is the CEO of ICCN, which started
in August 2008 in New York. His father, Michael Resnik, helps with accounting issues and
his assistant, Caroline Quaglio, who works on
his database and helps with marketing. But
Resnik essentially runs the company himself.
“I have other consultants working with me,
and I frequently talk to other CEOs who started out like me in college,” Resnik said. “I ask
them about how to strike a balance between
work and school.”
The ICCN, which went live in January, includes blogs, forums, case studies and a general
platform for students to share ideas and information about their consulting careers. It focuses on connecting college and MBA students
who are, or will soon be, looking for careers in
consulting.
Before starting this project, Resnik was a
congressional intern for Democratic Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney in New York

ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

Sophomore Bennett Resnik began working on his company last summer.

City. During that time, he began his research and since then Resnik has been in
contact with other consulting groups at
universities in Japan, Australia and London
and has high hopes that the number of members will grow in the coming weeks.

“We have about 35 members right now
since the site has just recently started up,” he
said. “We’re looking to have about 1,000 more
active members in the next month or so. I’m
hoping JMU students will reach out and join
as well.”

now everything is still intact.
JMU will find out how much it have to cut in
late February once the new budget report comes
out. Until then, JMU is planning ahead at what
they can cut that will cause the smallest amount of
change to the student body.
JMU had to reduce the budget for the 20082009 fiscal year by $5,447,520. This budget reduction was due to state-wide budget cuts that forced
universities around the state to reduce their budgets by 7 percent.
It was just announced recently that budget cuts
for the 2009-2010 fiscal year will have to be cut by
10 percent by Gov. Tim Kaine.
— Staff Reports

History Dept.
Honored in
New York

Research has paid off for the history department. The undergraduate history program was
recently featured at the 123rd annual meeting
of the American Historical Association in New
York City.
JMU was one of four schools honored at
the AHA conference by showing a five-minute
video that highlighted undergraduate research
opportunities. Other schools honored were
Murray State University in Kentucky, Princeton
University and the University of Michigan.
JMU’s video, “Doing History at JMU: James
Madison University,” was written by department
head Michael Galgano and filmed on Dec. 2.
In the video Galgano presented information
about undergraduate research, while Daniel
Kerr focused on public history — essentially
how history is presented outside the classroom.
“The history department at James Madison
University is distinguished, I think, primarily
because of the emphasis we place on undergraduate research and writing,” Galgano says in
the video.
“We place a lot of emphasis on teaching
students to develop an argument, to explain
that argument to varieties of audiences, and
perhaps most importantly skepticism, the ability
to question and challenge everything and not
accept anything until you have evidence which
sufficiently supports it.”
Research is emphasized by requiring history majors to take HIST 395, History Seminar,
teaching research methods culminating in a
paper students research the whole semester.
In all, six professors from the history
department attended the AHA meeting along
with seniors John “Tripp” Hughes and Amy
Cerminara, who are also featured in the video.
The video can be viewed online at
historianstv.com.
The conference was from Jan. 2 through
Jan. 5.
— Staff Reports

Naming Campaign Begins for P.A. Center

DAVID CASTERLINE/The Breeze

The Performing Arts Center will
combine two major facilities, the Dorothy Thomasson Estes Center for Theatre
and Dance and the Shirley Hanson Roberts Center for Music Performance.
The newest announcement is part
of JMU’s Naming Campaign. The campaign allows for those who want to
honor someone or themselves by donating money to have their name on the
back of a seat in one of the auditoriums.
Buying a seat will cost you though.
For $1,000 someone can name one seat
or name two seats for $1,500. A plaque
on the back of the seat and a comprehensive plaque in the lobby will recognize the gift.
There are two places where someone
can have a plaque. The concert hall in
the Shirley Hanson Roberts Center will
have 600 seats for large ensembles and

musical performances.
The Proscenium Theatre in the
Dorothy Thomasson Estes Center will
have 450 seats for major dramatic arts
and dance performances.
The building will have two major
auditoriums with seating to the ceiling.
There will also be a plaza outside
that will connect from the ground level
of Warsaw Parking Deck to the Quad.
This will allow students to cross underneath South Main Street through a
tunnel to get to campus instead of jaywalking.
The center is expected to be completed in 2010.
For more on the building or to name a
seat, go to jmu.edu/performingartscenter.
— Staff Reports
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MISSING SOMETHING?
Is The Breeze not covering something you’d like to read about? Tell us. E-mail breezenews@gmail.com

RMH: Designs Will
Bring Together Four
Offices Around Campus
RMH, from front

going to do. The Master Plan is
only conceptual in nature and
is not a capital construction
plan.”
While Egle stressed that the
Master Plan is not set in stone,
the initial plans for RMH are
moving forward.
According to Egle, the only
confirmed plan for RMH is that
the west wing will be used for
a new Student Success Center
and that an architectural firm
had been hired. The architectural contract for RMH was
given to Moseley Architects,
who has begun designing plans
to renovate the facility. The facility, which JMU purchased
for $50.6 million, will be renovated in different phases.
Phase one, the only phase
planned thus far, is going to be
the west wing of the hospital,”
Egle said. “This will allow the
university to take all the student success programs across
the university, all of those offices and services, and put it
under one roof in one building.”
The new Student Success
Center in the renovated
RMH complex will replace
the programs’ current offices
that are spread across campus

in Wilson, Roop and Sonner
Halls.
“We have outgrown the
space that we currently have for
all the functions that are currently in Wilson and Roop and
Sonner,” said Randy Mitchell,
associate vice president of student services. “It’s a large facility that will have more space
that can be configured in more
appropriate ways.”
To use the space more appropriately, much of the furniture will be moveable to create
study and work areas.
Until the design process
is completed, the total cost of
renovating RMH and what
features it will contain will be
unknown.
“Until the hospital moves
out nothing will be happening,
but the planning will be happening between now and then.
We hope this spring to work
with the architects to design
the space,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell envisions the new
center having wireless Internet, projection screens and
whiteboards throughout the
facility to aid students in their
academic careers.
According to Egle, the design process alone could take a
couple of years to complete.

LOOK, LEASE &

ALL INCLUSIVE

SAVE

STUDENT LIVING

AT THE RIGHT PRICE
see office for details | amenities subject to change

$150

HIGH-SPEED
INTERNET,
CABLE TV,
WATER, SEWER,
TRASH &
ELECTRICITY

(UP TO A MONTHLY CAP)

RATES START AT $445

INCLUDED

PRIVATE BEDROOMS & PRIVATE BATHROOMS • TANNING BEDS • CLUBHOUSE WITH FITNESS CENTER
GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS • COMPUTER CENTER • BASKETBALL & SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS

540.438.3835 | 869 PORT REPUBLIC RD | JMSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
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SUPER: Week of Pre-Game Celebrations Tackled by Bad Economy
Super, from front

The country’s economic downturn, however, has had an undeniable impact on the festivities leading up to the game, with everyone feeling the pinch.
Sports Illustrated and Playboy magazines canceled their parties — both signature events of Super Bowl week — and Cadillac scrubbed its annual celebrity
go-kart race. Likewise, with sponsorship and paid-appearance opportunities
dwindling, an untold number of NFL players opted not to make the trip.
“My dance card is still filled, thank goodness,” said retired New York Giants star Michael Strahan, who had television and radio gigs all week. “... but

I know a lot of players who didn’t come down here. The economy has made
a big difference. You can’t deny that.”
Even so, Super Bowl XLIII is a grand-scale event.
“It’s a week of major-league schmoozing and entertaining,” longtime
NFL player agent Leigh Steinberg said. “The rule of thumb at the Super
Bowl is if you think you see someone of celebrity or prominence, it actually
is that person.”
That’s particularly true at one of Steinberg’s afternoon parties, which he
has thrown at each of the past 23 Super Bowls,. Among the attendees are

political figures — he says one party had 17 U.S. senators — Hollywood
celebrities, and, of course, athletes.
Still, he opted to do away with his annual but lesser-known night party,
and said the tone in recent years has been more geared toward charities than
conspicuous consumption.
Successful as it has been, the NFL is not immune to the economic
crunch. It is in the process of laying off 150 employees, even as the average
valuation of individual franchises for the first time has topped $1 billion.
n To read this article in full go to latimes.com.

HOUSING: Older Complexes Use Incentives to Attract Tenants
Housing, from front

“The incentives at Ashby ended up helping us out,
and this is more motivation to not look for anything else,”
Stephens said. “We decided to stay in Ashby and it’s really
not a bad place to live.”
New higher-end complexes like North 38, Copper
Beech and 865 East are attracting tenants of some
existing complexes according to the general concensus
of owners.
“There is a lot of new competition out there, and
people will always like new things,” Simmers said. “I
think that especially the way the economy is now, these
incentives will help us.”
But not all places are offering deals on their rates.
Pheasant Run L.L.C. and Stone Gate both slightly raised

their rates for next year.
According to Kim Young, the owner of Pheasant
Run, the rate jump was not as large as in previous years.
“I would say the renewal rate is comparable,” Young
said. “The development is mainly apartment-oriented and
doesn’t seem to have the same impact on townhomes.”
Sophomore Leah Metheny has lived in Pheasant Run
since August, and decided to sign again for another year.
“I’ve been getting e-mails about a lot of bribes,” she
said. “Like if you bring two people to sign a lease you get
a free dinner, and if you bring four people you can get a
free month of rent.”
After their initial leasing season, Young noticed there
was less interest in the properties. She confirmed offering
some incentives for tenants but she said these types of

deals are not used consistently each year.
While the Commons had not announced special
rates yet, they said they have other tactics. After recently
changing ownership to American Campus Community
from College Park Communities, leasing manager
Maurice Carper said they are making changes to the
properties.
“The entire property is getting a face-lift,” he said.
Over Winter Break, each unit received new leather
couches and loveseats, dining room tables and chairs.
“A lot of residents were really excited about the new
furniture,” Carper said. “We were excited for them too.”
During the summer, he said the bedroom furniture
and coffee tables will also be replaced.
“The ACC has high standards,” he said. “They will

Peace Corps at JMU
Learn how you can use your degree
and experience to impact the lives
of others...and your own.
Peace Corps.

Life is calling.
How far will you go?

800.424.8580

www.peacecorps.gov

Wednesday
eb. 4
ednesday,, FFeb.
Information Session
Sonner Hall, Room 215
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Thursday
eb. 5
Thursday,, FFeb.
Information Table
JMU Service Fair
Warren Hall/Transitions Room
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
For more information contact:
SarahEE
Bartfeld at 202-692-1053 or
sbartfeld@peacecorps.gov

get us just as high as all the new properties. The ACC
wants us to be just as good as the others.”
Stone Gate Apartments, also owned by ACC, also
has some changes. Though their rates rose by $15 a
month for next year, if three or more of the tenants renew
their leases, then the unit will receive new furniture. Also
when they do inspections they will be replacing furniture
as needed, according to Polly McCloud, bookkeeper for
Stone Gate Apartments.
But Ashby resident Stephens said the incentives that
many locations are using might not have a great effect on
tenants.
“Honestly, I think people are going to go wherever
they want to go,” she said. “If they find something better,
then they’ll go there.”
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RINER RENTALS

tod a y!

Roosevelt Square
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom duplexes - only $375/person

Hunters Ridge
4 bedroom townhouses - only $300/person

Liberty St. Townhouses
2 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom townhouses - only $350/person (water included)
3 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom townhouses - only $300/person (water included)

The Deck House on Mason St.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments - starting at $350/person (water, hot water & internet included)

Madison Manor
2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments - starting at $350/person

come see our new website at rinerrentals.com for more info

The most Space

The most Value

The most Privacy
$ 360 Furnished, $ 340 Unfurnished (Plus utilities)

We still have room for you!

Call today (540) 801-0660 or visit the roommate bulletin board at

W W W.PHE A S A N T RUN.NET

OPINION

Editor: Whitten Maher
breezeopinion@gmail.com
(540) 568-3846
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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

Alcohol Coverage Played Out

I remember my first visit to
Anthony-Seeger Hall to be interviewed
for The Breeze. I was extremely nervous
and even got lost on the way there
(somehow I forgot to turn and ended
up by B-Dubs). Since that first interview more than
three years ago,
I’ve seen various
editors come and
go and multiple
aesthetic and content changes to The
Breeze.
Nine times out
of 10, I’m an avid
believer that if
SARAH
there’s
something
DELIA
you don’t agree
with, stop complaining and start making a change yourself. But when people
ask me what’s up with the alcoholsoaked Life section of The Breeze
(formerly known as Arts & Entertainment), all I can answer with is a nod in
agreement.
Although I do personally enjoy
having a drink, I don’t enjoy reading
material that suggests everyone in my

DARTS

school gets smashed every night.
While I may not choose to jump
ship and swim over to the veritable
Bacardi advertisement the section has
become, I can still voice my disappointment — as well as the students’.
If you flip through Life, you can
find great drunken tips: what songs are
most popular on the drunk bus, how to
make a round of underage drinkers sing
and how to kick that next-day hangover, all of which were featured on the
same page in a recent issue (the Jan. 22
feature on the drunk bus and “Student
Speak” in that same issue).
Various features published in The
Breeze haven’t been completely shallow
in content; focusing on the Amethyst
Initiative and Virginia’s ABC laws are
issues students should be informed of.
There is a difference, though,
between features that are informative
about alcohol-related subjects (like
laws) which have been published in The
Breeze and superficial stories about beer
pong tournaments or finding a spot to
drink every night of the week. These
two separate issues were addressed in
two consecutive issues of The Breeze

(Sept. 8 and Sept 11).
At first glance, covering these particular topics is alluring. After all, most
colleges look the other way and never
acknowledge that while in college,
students drink. It’s edgy that The Breeze
would even think to cover these issues,

“that...you’
d think
getting

wasted is the top
priority of every
JMU student.

”

and we sure as hell do not want to censor ourselves.
But if you read only the Life section, you’d think that getting wasted is
the top priority of every JMU student.
While The Breeze is a paper that should
cater to the topics students would like

A “nobody-cares” dart to everyone
who sends e-mails with their life story at
the bottom.
From _____ _____; James Madison
University; JMU Dart-Submitter 2008;
Breeze Readership Member 2007-present;
TVMS sixth Grade Olympics Runner-Up;
National Merit Scholarship Applicant.

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted
and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats
at breezejmu.org

An “I-feel-a-whoop-comin’-on” pat
to Q101 for playing Tootsee Roll on my
ride to class on Friday.
From a senior who always enjoys a
trip back to the ’90s.
A “what’s-the-point?” dart to the
East Campus Library’s fourth-floor deck.
From a smoker who doesn’t understand having it if it’s always locked.

to read about, reporting on the same
alcoholic topics makes me think the
paper has a poorly conceived notion of
what the students want. The Life section
itself can’t be totally to blame, as the
paper is a democratic organization and
each part of the whole makes a cohesive
image and reputation.
The “drunk bus” (or after-hours
bus, as most of us would say to our
parents) is a great service. It keeps kids
from driving while intoxicated or getting rides from drunken drivers and
provides a service that is a necessity on
a college campus. After all, it’s a service
I used my freshman year. But the drunk
bus is a phase — one which the Life
section doesn’t seem to get.
It’s like that old joke you tell over
and over again; it’s hilarious once, but
after that, it just isn’t funny anymore.
Or the friend who gets drunk and says
some really funny things but then you
notice a trend — they’re only feeling confident and funny when there’s
alcohol involved. Just like that friend,
the Life section has gone from humorous to sad.
My hope for future Life section con-

An “I-should-have-stuck-with-theMach-3” dart to the Gillette Fusion for
leaving a massive gash in my face when I
used it for the first time.
From the guy who takes his razor
selection very seriously.

A “thanks-for-keeping-us-safe” pat
to SafeRides for getting your 10,000th
ride this weekend.
From a senior girl who is very appreciative of all your hard work.

An “I-lived-there-my-whole-life”
dart to the people who think I’m a Virginia Tech bandwagon fan.
From a Blacksburg native who isn’t
afraid to show a little orange and maroon,
if you know what I mean.

A “why-aren’t-there-more-peoplewho-look-like-me?” dart to James
Madison University for a lack of diversity
present on this campus.
From a sophomore girl who just
wants to see darker people (other than the
orange girls) on campus.

A “Valentine’s-Day-is-in-twoweeks” dart to the boy who should have
asked me out a month ago. We’re obviously both into each other, so don’t wait,
ask me now!
From the girl who will say “yes.”

GUEST COLUMN
CLIFTON WIGTIL

Spending is Government’s Job
What’s troubling about Jason Yaworske’s (“Pound Foolish,” Jan. 29) criticism
about the stimulus package was not the
obvious intention to improve the economy: That was laudable. Instead, it was the
author’s grasp of the economic situation
in 1982 and now, and the role of government, that troubled me.
While the government rightly tackled
the 1982 recession with massive, Keynesian deficit spending (government gives
money to people, who then spend a
portion of it for things made by other
people, creating a “boom cycle”), the
Federal Reserve tackled inflation with a
Friedman-style limitation to the growth of
the money supply. Again, deficit spending
stimulated the economy. The key question
is what kind of deficit spending is best.
Those in favor of tax cuts have to
answer a specific question: What kind of
tax cuts? Supply-side economists argue for
regressive tax cuts. These are the Bush and
Reagan tax cuts to the rich that will cause
them to spend some and save the rest,
usually by buying stocks. Companies use
money from these stock purchases everso-wisely to build capital goods and other
company needs, which make the consumer goodies and improve the productivity
of the market. This process supposedly
raises all boats, because everyone gets
more stuff in a more productive economy;
the market solves its own problems.
There are some questions to raise

about this scheme, though. First, the
market over the last 10 years (from Enron
to Merrill Lynch to GM to Circuit City)
has proved that it can’t take care of its
long-term interests very well. Second, the
obvious first and main beneficiaries of
such tax cuts are the rich, who don’t have
to lift a finger in the process.

the
“defithat’s
nition of

government: It
spends tax money to
fix the problems the
market cannot...
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Progressive tax cuts, on the other
hand, target the poor and middle-class,
who are expected to save less of the
money and spend more, and to spend
more of it usually on needed goods like
clothes. This means that progressive tax
cuts, by definition, create spending in the
economy.
Finally, one can eschew tax cuts and
instead go for government spending. As
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Copy Editor
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EDITORIAL BOARD
Tim Chapman, Anna Young, Whitten Maher

hinted at above, the market doesn’t always
work things out on its own. While excessive government regulation can needlessly
encumber business, too little can lead to
market crashes and bad economic times.
The market is made up of the sensible
far-sighted as well as the incredibly shortsighted, and the latter (such as corporate
executives) often create problems for the
former by not playing by the rules.
The government, having the best interests of all citizens at heart, has to not only
make sure everyone plays by the rules, but
also keep the short- and long-term problems of its citizens in mind. If the government helps everyone by redistributing
wealth through spending, that’s its job.
People often make cracks about “taxand-spend” policies, but that’s the definition of government: It spends tax money
to fix the problems the market cannot, like
education, health care and science. The
job of responsible politicians is to leave
well enough alone when the market is
working, and to intervene when it is not,
or when not intervening will jeopardize
the growth of the economy over the shortand long-term.
That’s democracy’s job. Right now,
democracy means Obama’s massive
progressive tax cuts and targeted, massive
spending.
CLIFTON WIGTIL is a master’s student in
psychological sciences.

tent is that it grows out of its immature
freshman drinking phase and that The
Breeze as a whole re-evaluates the kind
of image and reputation it would like to
create.
Interviewing underage drinkers on
how they beat a hangover the next day
and publishing their names and ages is
simply immature journalism. I suggest
taking off the beer goggles and looking at what this section is focusing on:
JMU drunken tabloids that enforce the
ancient stigma that one must drink to
be cool.
The Breeze should continue to focus
on play reviews and on music in our
thriving downtown area. Taking student polls to see what we’re interested
in and having a more clear definition of
what exactly one can expect will make
a major improvement with the image of
the paper.
Not all students think the equation
of a bus + singing + alcohol – common
sense = a good time.

SARAH DELIA is a senior English and art
history major and programming director of
WXJM radio.

GUEST COLUMN
TED SUDOL

Success of Women’s
Team Laudable

“(Dawn) Evans knew the magnitude of the moment that she
had just helped create.” Ah, if only The Breeze could have shown
that it too had appreciated the significance of the JMU women’s
basketball team victory against ODU.
Perhaps the game ended too close to deadline for the Jan. 26
edition to allow for more than a 17.5 inch article compiled from
staff reports. Perhaps, if the game had been on Saturday, the coverage would have been closer to the 84 column inches dedicated
to the men’s basketball game, including three color photos and a
CAA standings box.
While the standings box showed the men’s team now tied for
fifth in conference play — indeed, good news for the men’s team
— missing was a comparable box showing the women’s team now
tied for first place in the CAA.
What will it take for the women’s team to reach parity? Wait,
parity? How can ‘parity’ even be the right measuring stick?
Now, I’m just a fan in the stands, but like many other colleges
and universities in the United States at which women’s basketball
reigns supreme over men’s basketball, the quality of the JMU
women’s basketball team’s performances and achievements seems
self-evident.
Granted, you wouldn’t necessarily know that from home
attendance or media coverage, but those of us who faithfully support both programs know. And, while there are a few of us at the
Convo for both men’s and women’s games, the key thing is that
there are way too few of us.
Three straight post-season appearances and 75 wins (24-10,
27-6, 24-7). The team is now 136-68 with Kenny Brooks (’92) at
the helm. Top 25 rankings. The highest pro draft pick ever by any
student-athlete in JMU history — Tamara Young going eighth in
the WNBA draft’s first round last spring.
And, now — ending CAA powerhouse ODU’s 37-game
home winning streak. Sure, this might be just another win along
the way; or, it might foreshadow a changing of the guard in the
CAA. Hmmm, this could be the change we really ought to believe
in. Only twice before had a CAA team defeated Old Dominion
(164-2 since 1990) at home.
As for Dawn Evans, her 36 points and a relentless effort by
the entire team forged a special win. Evans even holds now the
Constant Center single-game opponent scoring record.
Tim Chapman had it right in his Jan. 26 commentary, noting: “…a big part of winning at home is having a strong backing,
which goes beyond the pep band and the wild contingent of
students under the baskets… there is actually an exciting team on
the floor.”
Yes, Tim, the men’s team is providing both the faithful fans
and all the newcomers in the stands something this year we’ve not
seen for a while — and, the team deserves our support. Without
a doubt, it would be terrific to have two winning basketball programs at JMU.
This season, there actually are TWO ‘exciting teams on the
floor,’ and the women’s team is poised to make some real noise
before the season concludes. It would be nice if The Breeze would
make some noise, too, playing a part in rallying fans to the next
five home games and then the CAA Tournament, to be held right
here at JMU.
See you at the Convo!
TED SUDOL is a JMU employee and a Harrisonburg resident.
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Late Rally Salvages Win
‘Superman’-like
effort keys JMU’s
second-half surge
By IAN RICHARDSON
special correspondent

WILMINGTON, N.C. — In the absence
of senior forward Juwann James, freshman
forward Andrey Semenov scored 23 secondhalf points to lift James Madison over UNC
Wilmington in a 79-73 come-from-behind
win Saturday night at Trask Coliseum. The
Dukes trailed by as many as 15 and did not
lead until the 3:49 mark in the second half.
After going 0-for-4 from the field in the
first half, Semenov exploded by shooting
7-of-8 from the field following the break.
“He was like Superman,” freshman point
guard Devon Moore said. “He was everywhere
knocking down shots and getting on the floor.”
In addition, Semenov was perfect from
the free-throw line — he went 10-of-10, including eight in the second half.
“It feels good when you can’t miss,” he
said. “Once a few shots
fell in, my teammates
trusted me and I got the
ball a little more.”
Semenov finished
the game with 25 points,
three rebounds and a
blocked shot. Moore
and freshman forward
Julius Wells also posted
solid numbers, chipping
in 14 and 10 points, re- SEMENOV
spectively. In addition,
Wells fell just two rebounds short of a double-double.
Trailing 41-32 at the half, JMU coach
Matt Brady used the break to adjust the defense for the second period.
“We challenged our kids at halftime to
play better defense,” he said. “We were determined to come out and challenge the 3-point
line and we did a better job on ball screens
and played with more energy.”
The Dukes (14-9 overall, 6-5 Colonial
Athletic Association) held the Seahawks to
just 29.6 percent shooting in the second half,
including 25 percent from beyond the arc, generally a strong point for UNCW (5-18, 2-9).
The key play of the game came with just
See RALLY, page 10

courtesy of AUTUMN BEAM/The Seahawk

JMU freshman forward Julius Wells is covered by UNC Wilmington guard Jerel Stephenson. Wells hit a
3-pointer to give JMU a 71-70 advantage with 1:10 left in the game, a lead JMU never relinquished.

After Historic Season, Postseason Honors
Julien named third-team All-American,
four other teammates draw accolades

CATHY KUSHNER/Sports Media Relations

Corky Julien led JMU in a barrage of accolades for women’s
soccer, as soccerbuzz.com named her an All-American.

One of the best seasons in JMU
women’s soccer history is still producing awards.
Five Dukes received postseason
honors from soccerbuzz.com, including junior forward Corky Julien, who
was named to the Soccer Buzz AllAmerica third team.
Defender Jessica Brandt was
named to the Freshman All-America
Second Team, and was the only other
Duke to receive honors on a national
level.
Three additional JMU players
were recognized regionally.
Senior defender Teri Maykoski
joined Julien on the All-Mid-Atlantic
First Team, while midfielders Kim
Germain and Teresa Rynier were listed on the Second Team.
Aside from her third team AllAmerica nod, Julien was also named
the 2008 Virginia and Colonial Athletic Association Player of the Year.
The Ontario, Canada-native led
the Dukes with 16 goals and 33 points,
both of which were JMU records for
totals by a junior.
Julien also set a school record for
consecutive games with a goal, scoring in nine consecutive matches.
— Staff Reports

QUICK FACT
For their play in the 2008 season,
Corky Julien and Rodney Landers
became the first JMU athletes to
win the Virginia Player of the Year
award in their respective sports,
women’s soccer and football.

On the Web: JMU women’s
bball beats Hofstra 71-68 to
remain in a tie for first in the CAA
Monday, February 2, 2009
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COMMENTARY

Belittling Refs
Benefits No One,
Especially in
Intramurals

If there’s one day of the week I look forward
to more than any other, it’s got to be Wednesday.
No, not because it’s the midway point.
And it’s not because a new season of “Dog
the Bounty Hunter” is premiering this week.
(For the record I’m not related to them.)
It’s not even because the JMU men’s
basketball team might be playing at home any
given Wednesday, thus providing me with
various column ideas.
It’s because I get to hoop it up with my
Men’s I intramural basketball team, Skillz that
Killz. But unfortunately, a couple of people always sour this otherwise
enjoyable college experience — by complaining
to the officials.
For about one hour
each week I get to leave
work after a long day, and
see if I still have it in me.
(And by “have it in me” I
mean like when I scored
a career-high 9 points, all
TIM
in the first half of a junior
CHAPMAN
varsity game in high
school.)
Maybe it’s a good thing I got cut the following year, when I tried out for varsity as
a junior. It hurt, but it was humbling and an
experience I wish more JMU “all-stars” had.
For some reason, an overwhelming number of intramural ballers still think that every
game they play is of utmost importance and
that Daddy is going to criticize their every
move after the game.
So each time a foul is called, the often
meek referees, the average player and myself
are subjected to the obnoxious berating of that
“overzealous has-been.”
Word of advice to that “overzealous hasbeen” — LET IT GO!
Is it really worth getting a technical foul and
having your sportsmanship rating for that game
drop below 3.0? It’s actually a pretty stupid move
because a team needs to have an average rating
of 3.0 or above to qualify for the playoffs.
Dave Calafiore (’08), a graduate student and
former UREC site manager, estimates that 90 to
95 percent of the intramural basketball officials
are first-time refs when they start out at JMU.
That also means that these rookie refs are
probably making around minimum wage.
Put yourself in their shoes and consider how
much you would like being bitched at for
every whistle or non whistle.
Also take a second to consider how you
appear to your teammates, whom you also
represent. Unless your whole team consists of
“overzealous has-beens,” you’re probably embarrassing some of your friends, who might
actually have a class with an official.
Let’s not forget that the refs are also our
peers, probably need a little extra money just
like you and are doing the best they can.
I’m not saying don’t be competitive. I take
it strong every time and try to draw contact to
get some free throws, but if there isn’t a call,
my world doesn’t fall apart.
Have you ever noticed that complaining
and cursing at officials doesn’t get the call
reversed? Well guess what, neither does the
unnecessary action of you belittling another a
fellow student, whom without, you wouldn’t
be able to play your coveted games.

Swimming and diving team loses 167-127
at Richmond, one meet remains before CAAs
In its dual meet at Richmond on Saturday,
JMU won six of 16 events and lost 167-127 to
the Spiders at the Robins Center Natatorium.
The Dukes fell to 7-4 on the season with
the loss, while Richmond improved to 2-3.
Freshman Nicole Jotso earned two of
JMU’s six individual victories, setting a school
record in the 3-meter springboard event. Her
score of 312.38 easily bested the previous mark
of 295.65.
Jotso earned her second victory in the
1-meter springboard event with a score of
274.05. She already owns JMU’s best mark of
283.05.
Madison will travel next to Huntington,

W. Va., for its final regular-season meet against
Marshall. The Dukes will have a two-week break
from competition before the Colonial Athletic
Association Championships begin Feb. 25.
The layoff could prove valuable for the
Dukes, who are looking for their first conference title since 2001.
Coach Sam Smith “is pretty good at tapering us and relaxing with hard practices towards the end of the season,” junior P.J. Naber
said. “So I think with the tapering and the fact
that people are already swimming good times
should mean we do well at CAAs.”
— Staff Reports

Men’s tennis still searching for first win after 7-0 loss
Men’s tennis suffered its second consecutive 7-0
loss Friday at ODU, dropping its record to 0-8.
“It was closer than it looked from the score,”
sophomore Matt King said of his team’s loss to the
Monarchs. “We could have won or it at least could
have been a lot closer than 7-0.”
King and junior Mike Smith lost in a tiebreak,
8-7, in the No. 2 doubles match.
Smith and freshman Tommi Nissinen each
pushed their individual matches to three sets as well,
but both were unable to come up victorious. Smith
dropped his match to ODU’s Tobias Fanselow 6-4,
2-6, 6-4, while Nissinen lost 6-4, 6-7, 10-6 to Alex
Funkhouser.
JMU’s winless record can be at least partly attributed to its strong early-season schedule.
King said JMU coach Steve Secord “stacked”
his team’s schedule for its first month of spring

competition, including its match at No. 20 North
Carolina last week, also a 7-0 loss.
JMU now has two weeks off before its next match,
which will be held Feb. 1 against St. Bonaventure.
“From here until then we’ll do a lot of doubles
play because that’s important to get the match started
off first,” Smith said. “We will play around to see what
the best combinations are.”
The Dukes compete indoors until March, leaving Madison unable to host a match until its March 4
competition against George Mason.
Until it gets warmer, Madison is forced to practice at the nearest indoor facility in Bridgewater. King
said it can be slightly difficult at times to get on a
regular schedule while practices are held 20 minutes
away from campus.
— Staff Reports

CATHY KUSHNER/Sports Media Relations

Sophomore Morgan McCarthy won the 100-yard backstroke and 100 butterfly with times of
59.30 and 58.68 seconds, respectively, in JMU’s 167-127 loss to Richmond on Saturday.
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RALLY: Dukes Now 14-9, 6-5
Rally, from page 9

The key play of the game came with just 1:10
remaining, when the Dukes posted five points on a
single possession.
Down 70-68, Wells drained
a 3-pointer as Semenov was
fouled under the basket. The
basket counted and Semenov
stepped to the line to shoot
two free throws.
“It was a big play,” Brady
said. “I’m glad the referee
saw it the way I did because
I thought Andrey was being
MOORE
fouled.”
After Semenov sank both
shots from the stripe, the Dukes had quickly
turned a 2-point deficit into a 73-70 lead, and
never looked back.
“It definitely swung the momentum our way. It

J-Mʼs Apar tments
2009-2010
1 bedroom - $450
2 bedroom - $500 ($250 each)
3 bedroom - $525 ($175 each)
Walk to JMU
Riner Rentals
540.438.8800

was a really big play for us,” Moore said.
The Dukes closed out the game by sinking six
straight free throws to bring the final tally to 79-73.
Madison suffered an injury scare in the first
half when junior forward Dazzmond Thornton
came down hard on his back after losing out on a
rebound.
Thornton was on the floor for several minutes
before walking off on his own power. The 6-foot-7
forward sat out the remainder of the half and was
limited to just four minutes after the break. Thornton finished with five points and seven rebounds
in 18 minutes.
With the victory, JMU surpassed its win total of
a year ago, when it finished 13-17.
Fourteen wins is the highest season total for the
Dukes since they went 14-15 in 2001-02.
JMU is back in action Wednesday at Georgia
State before returning to Harrisonburg to face
George Mason on Saturday.
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Political science professor toured the South,
blogged about his barbecue style discoveries
By JESS GODBY
The Breeze

coutesy of CHRIS KOSKI

Prof. Chris Koski (pictured) and friend Josh Nickerson visited Supersmokers in Eureka, Mo., and Dreamland
in Tuscaloosa, Ala., among other places on their tour of the ‘Promised Land’ of barbecue: the South.

Murphy’s Kids
Excite Crowds

Slow-cooked ribs, fresh coleslaw and
sweet tea: the recipe for a perfect Deep
South barbecue meal. JMU professor
Chris Koski and his life-long friend Josh
Nickerson set out on a quest to find the
best barbecue in the South.
“We started to really get into the different ways one could prepare meat,” Koski recalls. “Like most people, though, we
were more interested in sauces as we could
buy those off the shelf. But as we moved
to different parts of the country we found
that we couldn’t get much in the way of
barbecue.”
As they began to realize how much
they missed their favorite dish and acquired a finer taste for classic barbecue,
they explored the idea of embarking on
a road trip across the southern states in
search of the country’s best barbecue.
“We sat around sometime in 2001 or
2002 thinking that we would really like
to visit the ‘Promised Land’ of barbecue,
which is obviously the American South,”
Koski said.
He and Nickerson even got into the
history of barbecue, reading up on the
specifics of cooking the meat, right down
to where it originated. Although they
wanted to begin their journey immediately, they had to put it off for a few years

while they raised their children. Finally,
in August 2008, they packed a Prius with
the essentials and pulled out their marked
map to begin their tour.
They started in Staunton, where Koski
lives, and drove for eight days to each destination (see page 13 for chart of destinations), totaling nearly 4,000 miles in just
over a week. Deciding where they wanted
to go wasn’t easy, but the two had a little
help along the way.
“We had a vague idea of where we
wanted to go, but that was it,” Koski said.
“Along the way we met guys who knew
places to go. We met a guy in Charlotte
who only eats barbecue and travels for
work, a gold mine for us. We met another guy in Pocahontas [Miss.], who
almost got in the car with us he was so
excited.”
Koski said that they wanted to sample
all kinds of barbecue, because it differed
from state to state. The trip even inspired
them to start searching for their favorite
coleslaw as well.
Along the way, Koski and Nickerson
kept a blog, recording every city they visited. They detailed every meal, from the
savory taste of each style of barbecue, to
the atmosphere of the restaurant, to their
daily activities. The humorously written
blog gives the reader an in-depth account
See BARBECUE, page 13

Basement Lounge Makes Thursday Debut

Blue Nile hosts popular
local band Friday night
By JESS NOVAK
The Breeze

“Everyone, take a knee,” said John Charlet, lead
singer of Murphy’s Kids, on Friday night at the
Blue Nile on South Main Street. “Take a knee and
as the rhythm section brings it up, imagine you’re
four years old again — and butt naked — and we’ll
all go nuts.”
Everyone did.
There is something about the energy of Murphy’s Kids shows that no other band can seem to
duplicate or compete with. There is always consistency in the band’s passionate and energetic delivery, whether it is in Harrisonburg or on the road.
“I don’t know if everyone noticed all the problems,” said trombone player, DJ Kyriakides, in reference to several technical failures, “but everyone
seemed to have a good time anyway.”
The issues went unnoticed as the crowd jumped,
sang, sweat and dangled from the ceiling (literally),
shaking Blue Nile from beginning to end of the extended set, undisturbed by any missed notes.
“You could be anywhere in the world right
now,” said Charlet between songs. “But we want to
thank you for being right here, with us, tonight.”
The crowd showed its appreciation for the
trio by clapping, dancing and cheering for more,
especially as lead guitarist and singer, Ryan
Gaughan and bassist and vocalist, Bean, put their
strings aside in exchange for percussion. As the
two joined drummer Jarrod Pedone in a crescendoing frenzy of overlapping rhythms, the basement of the Ethiopian restaurant exploded at the
climax.
“I took my friends Zach and Kerry to the show
and they loved it,” said senior Jimmy Oliverie. “The
crowd was into it and friendly. It was definitely a
great show.”
Friday night at Blue Nile was not only a great
show, but also an important night for Murphy’s
Kids to promote their new album due out later this
spring. The band released a demo at the show Friday to spread the word about their newest project
and will be seen again in Harrisonburg in just a
few weeks on Feb. 21.

DAVID CASTERLINE/The Breeze

LEFT: Senior Allison Stickels gets a drink from the bar at The Basement Lounge. It is located on South Main Street in the basement of
Pano’s Restaurant and opened its doors on Thursday. Check the next issue of The Breeze for a more in-depth story about the lounge.

‘Taken’ Previews More Appealing than Movie
Action film follows same
formula as previous thrillers
By JOSH VerStandig
contributing writer

Much like the title characters in every
James Bond and Jason Bourne movie, Bryan
Mills (Liam Neeson) is a one-man wrecking
machine. But his story has been seen many
times before.
The former government employee is
trained in the art of “protecting” (aka security,
in non-CIA lingo). Clearly on the short end
of a nasty divorce, where his ex-wife (Famke
Janssen, of “The X-Men” series) married into
millions, Mills seems to survive day to day
on a combination of retirement savings and
the thought of finally spending time with his
daughter, Kim (Maggie Grace). However, Mills
is quickly pressured by his wealthy ex-wife and
beloved daughter into signing papers permitting his underaged daughter to travel abroad

with her best friend for a “Euro tour.”
With CIA training, Mills is nervous about
his daughter and her best friend traveling to
France. And, for those who have yet to see
any of the previews for this film, it turns out
Mills’ fears are well-founded, as his daughter
is kidnapped on her first day overseas. All
superhero dad needs to start the search for
his daughter is 30 seconds of mangled phone
conversation and a quick call to the CIA. Bad
news quickly sets in when Mills finds out his
daughter likely has 96 hours until she will
vanish into prostitution and drugs forever.
Does the plot sound fairly familiar yet? Well,
it should.
Within minutes, we find Mills touring the
streets of Paris, dodging gun shots, punches
and knives. Before long, his old French police
buddy Jean is trying to sabotage his whole mission. In the short 93 minutes this movie runs,
we find street thugs, millionaires and way too
many dead guys.
Liam Neeson does earn a little recognition
for taking a normal, predictable character and

adding a touch of interest to it. You begin to
believe that Mills really does love his daughter.
But Kim ruins the thought with her predictable “I love you,
daddy,” fake hug
and overdramatic
smile.
QUICK FACTS:
This is a movRun Time: 93 min.
ie that no studio
company would
U.S. Opening Sales:
be willing to use
$24,625,000
as its summer
Times: 1:45 p.m.,
a c t i on - p a cke d
4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and
thriller, and it
10 p.m. at Regal Cinshows.
Pierre
emas
in Harrisonburg
Morel is a new director, this being
only his second
job as a director
and the writer Luc Besson (“The Transporter”)
is writing more of the same genre. At the end of
the day, save yourself $8 and go rent “Wanted,”
or “Smokin’ Aces” for the same thrill at half the
price.

Benefit Concert to be Held in Memory of Jim Smith
By BRITTANY HALE
The Breeze

SETH BINSTED/The Breeze

Lead singer of Murphy’s Kids, John Charlet,
plays with other band members at the Blue
Nile in downtown Harrisonburg.

Members of the JMU a capella community
and Exit 245 are hosting a memorial concert in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre on Tuesday, in honor
of sophomore Jim Smith and his mother Jean
who were both murdered in their Dale City
home on Dec. 19.
Jim’s older sister and JMU senior, Sarah
Smith, said that she didn’t realize until coming back to JMU how much the incident really
shook everyone.

“What the a capella presidents kept telling me was that they felt like they needed to
do something and essentially wanted to have a
memorial and tribute to Jim because he was so
involved and was such a good kid with so many
friends here at JMU,” she said.
There will be a candlelight vigil beginning at 7:45 p.m. and the concert will follow at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 at the door and
proceeds from the concert will be going to
support Jim’s family in their time of need, according to Daniel Snyder, coordinator of the
concert.

photo courtesy of EMILY DeMEO

Exit-245 will perform during Jim Smith’s
memorial concert on Tuesday evening.
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FEB. 4 – 6 | 9AM – 6 PM | PRIZES, FOOD & MORE

L O O K , LE A SE & S AV E $150
RATES STAR TING AT $395
INTERNET & CABLE TV INCLUDED
WATER, SEWER & ELECTRICITY INCLUDED (UP TO A MONTHLY CAP)

NEW FURNITURE PACKAGE INCLUDING LEATHER-STYLE SOFAS
PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE - TANNING BED - ACCESS TO THE CLUBHOUSE AT SOUTH VIEW & STONE GATE

540.438.3835
869 PORT REPUBLIC
JMSTUDENTHOUSING.COM

see office for details | amenities subject to change

OPEN
HOUSE
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BARBECUE: Road Trip to
Find the Country’s Best
Barbecue, from page 11

Where They Went:
Staunton to Charlotte, N.C. — 273 mi.
to Macon, Ga. — 290 mi.
to Tuscaloosa, Ala. — 285 mi.
to Pocahontas, Miss. — 202 mi.
to Shreveport, La. — 219 mi.
to Texarkana, Ark. — 72 mi.
to Dallas, Texas — 180 mi.
to Tulsa, Okla. — 257 mi.
to Kansas City, Mo. — 243 mi.
to Eureka, Mo. — 237 mi.
to Memphis, Tenn. — 280 mi.
to Hendersonville, Tenn. — 228 mi.
to Lexington, Ky. — 206 mi.

Total (one way): 2,972 mi.

of what a barbecue tour entails.
Koski and Nickerson enjoyed barbecue in each of its
versions, but Koski remembers his favorite being from Tuscaloosa, Ala.
“I think the best barbecue in the country is probably at
a place called Dreamland. The slogan is ‘Ain’t nothin’ like
it, nowhere,’” Koski said. “I think the best coleslaw in the
country is at a place called Bill Spoon’s in Charlotte, N.C.
They all have different tastes, so it is hard to really assess
them. But if I had to go anywhere for a meal, it would be
Dreamland.”
As newly qualified food critics of the tastiest barbecue
in the country, Koski and Nickerson returned home, but
Koski said they have already started planning other trips
similar to this one. A couple of their ideas include choosing
another genre of food, or traveling along one interstate for
their next pursuit.
When asked what advice he could give to fellow adventurists, Koski said, “If you’re going to do this, do it now while you’re
young. Also, make sure you are content to spend every minute
of every day with someone — Josh and I are lifelong friends, so
no big deal, but it would be hard if we weren’t.”
For more about Koski and Nickerson’s barbecue tour, check
out their blog at chrisandjosheatbarbecue.blogspot.com.

Park Here
SAVE $100!!!
• FREE gas card with signed lease.
• Safe & secure parking spots.
• City bus service to our facility (Rte.4).
• Less than 5 minutes from campus!
• FREE automatic credit card billing.
• 24hr extensive video surveillance.
• Clean and well-lit facilities.
For directions, rates, and to reserve
your PARKING SPACE visit online at:

www.JMU.GoStowAway.com
LLC
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JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Looking for the

1920’s 14K White Gold Diamond Ring
0.31cts. Round Diamond SI2 GH

This Week $700

BEST on-campus

*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

job to gain

Real World
Experience?
Join
The Breeze Team!
Apply online @
joblink.jmu.edu

Day one
©2009 ERNST & YOUNG LLP. Ernst & Young refers to the global
organization of member ﬁrms of Ernst & Young Global Limited,
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young LLP is a
client-serving member ﬁrm located in the US.

and the journey’s just begun
Day one. It’s what you’ve been waiting for. When your career starts to take shape with
award-winning training and support. When your skills are developed through experiences
tailored to your needs. And when your success is driven by individual coaching, mentoring and
counseling. From your very first day, we’re committed to helping you achieve your potential.
So, whether your career lies in assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services,
shouldn’t your day one be at Ernst & Young?

What’s next for your future?
Visit ey.com/us/eyinsight and our Facebook page.

CLASSIFIEDS
www.breezejmu.org

How to Place an Ad

Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds
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Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select

Monday, February 2, 2009

Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.
1132
UNIVERSITY
COURT
Townhouse; 5 BR; $325 540-4332126.
3
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
quiet area, August,,2 and half baths,
basement, bike storage, deck. walk to
class. LAST ONE. $350 each. 1103
mt view (540) 383-9041
OLD TOWN HARRISONBURG;
4BR townhouses; walk to JMU;
washer/ dryer; yearly lease June 1,
09-May 31, 10.
Call: 540-271-1952.
BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3
BR TOWNHOUSE,
KIESTER
SCHOOL
AREA,
AUGUST
2009, PHONE, CABLE, AND
INTERNET HOOKUPS IN EACH
ROOM, $315/PERSON EMAIL
OR CALL FOR MORE DETAILS,
davethomas1strealty@yahoo.com
(423) 231-2160
5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE Mt. View Drive; Internet; close to
campus; $275/ month; 1 year lease
(8/09-8/10); midalton@cox.net; (703)
450-5008
THREE OR FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE for rent. Close to both main
campus and Memorial Hall. Washer/
dryer included. Groups only. June
to June Lease. $325/ person for four
persons. (540) 433-0380.
LARGE FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
with deck and large yard for rent.
Close to Memorial Hall. Two full
baths. Washer/dryer included. Groups
only. June to June lease. $325/person.
540-433-0380
HOMES AVAILABLE FOR fall:
1173 Harrison-3 BR; 21 Weaver-5
BR; 166 Maryland-4 BR 540-4332126.

AUGUST’09, 3 Houses on Fairview,(off
Main & Port Rd) Appliances,2-3
people. Ape@73 E Mkt. Rent varies
(540) 246-3147
LAST FOXHILLS UNIT!
Only ONE Foxhills townhouse left!
For questions or to apply please call
Lee & Associates at 540-437-3728.
HOUSE ON MAIN STREET!
Large 4 bedroom house on Main Street
walking distance to Clementine’s,
Dave’s and JMU! Only $320/person/
month!! For questions or to apply
please call Lee & Associates at 540437-3728.
ONLY $300/MONTH/PERSON!
4 Bedroom Townhouses in Hunters
Ridge! Only $300/person/month. For
questions or to apply please call Lee &
Associates at 540-437-3728.
SUBLEASE COPPER BEECH 1
bedroom, PRIVATE bath
FULLY furnished
Conveniently next to club house and
bus stop
Lease For Jun ’09 - ’10
Rent: $495
Contact vazquehb@jmu.edu
APARTMENT FOR RENT Across
the street from campus at Grace/Main
Streets. Private parking. $375 per
person.
540 574-3057
SPACIOUS, QUIET 2-BR APT 2-BR
apartments. $355 -$370 per person in
6-unit student building. Fully equipped
with 1.5 bath, W/D, A/C, D/W and
large living and dining rooms. Cat or
dog allowed. www.castleproperty.com
(540) 564-2659

Be Mine

LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT Great location, excellent
condition with W/D, available 2/15 or
3/1, no pets, www.dogwoodcommons.
com $565, (540) 433-1569

FAMILY ASSISTANT Working mom
and dad looking for help with young
teenager. Good pay for 3 to 4 hours
in the afternoons Monday thru Friday.
Vehicle required, non-smoker, and dog
lover. (540) 908-9813

2 BED ROOM APT PETS ALLOWED
sublease now-July15th or new lease
EASY WALK TO JMU CALL: 1-540347-9111 (540) 347-9111
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
Summer
Rentals,
May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com, (252) 255-6328
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! Advertise
with The Breeze!
breezejmu.org
the_breeze@jmu.edu
(540) 568-6127

BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com summer
job placement, payment plans (540)
560-7971

Questions? Call 568-6127

SPRING BREAK COSTA RICAN
STYLE Let CR Paradise plan a trip of
a life time for all your needs. We offer
vacation packages in all areas of Costa
Rica along with all your adventure
tours set up for you. All you need to do
is contact us to let us know what you
want to experience while on your trip
& leave the rest to us.. We are locally
owned in Tamarindo Costa Rica.
Owner’s originally from Virginia. US
& Canada Calls (714)625-8506

JOIN OUR TEAM! The Breeze is
missing a few members of our team.
We are looking for friendly, energetic,
outgoing individuals to join our staff.
We are hiring section editors, online
staff, advertising execs, and advertising
designers. Find more information and
apply online at joblink.jmu.edu
A WORK AT HOME OPPORTUNITY.
Computer required. www.wellness-4life.org

www
.
thebreeze
.org
(go ahead, take a peek)

!BARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212
(805) 899-8190
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: Make
$5 - $25 per survey. GetPaidToThink.
com

Give Cupid a Break...
Send a message to your
Valentine through

The Breeze!
Submit your “Breezentine” to
appear in the Feb. 12th issue.
Go to:
Commons, Feb. 6th, 10 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

XO
XO

Festival, Feb. 4th, 10 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
The Breeze office at Anthony Seeger Hall

Cost: $1
Automatically enter to win a dozen roses & box of chocolates courtesy of
and a gift certificate to
Questions? (540) 568-6127 breezejmu.org
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